The upsurge in the popularity of young adult literature (YAL) has had an exciting domino effect not just for readers but also for teachers and scholars. As the number of young adult (YA) books published has grown over the past two decades, so has YAL's presence in the classroom and in academic research, and resources for helping teachers use the texts as well as books and journals dedicated to the study of adolescent literature have become plentiful. For teachers seeking new ideas for using YAL or for academics wanting texts that connect methods to research, the choices can be overwhelming. The book consists of three main sections. The first, "Where Has YAL Been?," contains three chapters that provide useful background information on YAL, including its current state, the research that has been done on it, and the implications for classroom use. Section two, "Where is YAL Now?", unsurprisingly makes up the bulk of the text, with 11 chapters addressing topics ranging from how YAL can contribute to readers' understandings of poverty and impact anti-fat bias to how English language learners might benefit from reading adolescent literature. The book concludes with section three's "Where is YAL Going?", which explores the possibilities that integrating YAL with technology presents for readers and educators.
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TEACHING YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE TODAY: INSIGHTS, CONSIDERATIONS, AND PERSPECTIVES FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER (SECOND EDITION)
Teaching Young Adult Literature Today, first published in 2012, received a considerable overhaul with the 2017 second edition. While some core ideas and chapters remained the same, the changes are extensive, with 10 of the 17 chapters being completely new for the second edition and the remaining chapters containing significant revisions. These revisions reflect not only new research but also the significant changes in YAL that occurred between the editions. The first edition of Teaching Young Adult Literature Today offered sound rationales for YAL's inclusion in the classroom, as well as overviews stabilizing different genres within adolescent literature, such as dystopian novels. Five years later, as YAL has continued to grow in popularity and has become somewhat more accepted in schools, the second edition takes a different approach by exploring the different ways the books can be utilized to teach different topics and reach adolescent readers inside and outside of the classroom.
The book consists of three main sections. The first, "Where Has YAL Been?," contains three chapters that provide useful background information on YAL, including its current state, the research that has been done on it, and the implications for classroom use. Section two, "Where is YAL Now?", unsurprisingly makes up the bulk of the text, with 11 chapters addressing topics ranging from how YAL can contribute to readers' understandings of poverty and impact anti-fat bias to how English language learners might benefit from reading adolescent literature. The book concludes with section three's "Where is YAL Going?", which explores the possibilities that integrating YAL with technology presents for readers and educators.
While numerous books address using YAL in the classroom, several aspects of Teaching Young Adult Literature Today make it a notable and worthwhile addition to educators' and scholars' libraries. Editors Hayn, Kaplan, and Karina R. Clemmons, who are YAL researchers and teacher educators with classroom experience, have assembled a thoughtful collection of chapters that speak to the needs of classroom teachers and academics alike. Many of the chapters in "Where is YAL Now?" offer specific, convincing rationales and strategies for integrating YA texts into the middle and high school classroom, with book recommendations, reading guides, and questions for teachers to use or adapt as needed. Additionally, these ideas for using YAL go beyond the obvious suggestions, as the proposed themes and perspectives are relevant to adolescent readers and the secondary curriculum while also being inventive. Nonfiction fills that gap. Written, in part, as a response to "the Common Core's push to include literacy across content areas" (Hayn, Kaplan, Nolen, & Olvey, 2015, p.xi) , the chapters include ways that various subject areas might utilize YA nonfiction to meet the CCSS's mandates for reading while also taking advantage of the rich educational opportunities YA books afford. As the introductory chapter notes, unlike textbooks, "trade books allow students to hone in on a particular event rather than a series of things that happened" (p.5). Using the CCSS as a foundation, the rest of the chapters involve specific ways that YA nonfiction books might be used to integrate science and English, enhance knowledge of STEM, and examine history from a different lens. Additionally, Young Adult Nonfiction also includes insight on how fictional young adult books can help students enter and better understand informational texts often featured in social studies classes. The attention to employing YA books across disciplines make Young Adult Nonfiction well-suited not just for ELA teachers' professional development and reference but also for educators in all areas who are searching for meaningful ways to meet the Common Core's reading standards.
Whether you are a classroom teacher looking for new ways to use YA texts in the classroom, a teacher candidate new to YAL, or a scholar who teaches about and studies adolescent literature, the triumvirate of Teaching Young Adult Literature Today, Young Adult Nonfiction, and Teaching Young Adult Literature is an indispensable resource. The books' integration of practical pedagogy with research allows them to meet the needs of a range of education stakeholders and makes them beneficial and high-quality additions to any professional library.
